Clinicians who choose to treat patients with HIV disease are attracted to death. Although this attraction is intellectualized as interest in a new disease or the altruistic care of the underserved, although doctors and nurses tell themselves that they are looking to conquer infection and rescue patients, AIDS care has centrally, inevitably, been about helping people die. Peter Selwyn's memoir Surviving the Fall describes one doctor's emotional conversion during the years he has served as a witness of death.
In 1984, Dr. Selwyn, a new family medicine residency graduate, became director of a methadone program in the Bronx. For a population on their way toward overdose, hepatitis, drug violence, and suicide, HIV infection was a new and modest entry in the survival sweepstakes. The longevity of opiate users had always depended on a combination of luck, guile, aggression, and stubborness. Now they were being chased by an arbitrary, mocking virus. Within five years, Selwyn had developed a "grim but complete knowledge" of death. Converting six-digit test result codes to patient names, he became a "punctilious bookeeper," separating those he cared for into the saved and the damned.
For the methodone program's population, the slaughter was medieval. Strong adults died suddenly leaving single parents to hang on and grandparents to step forward. Selwyn became a frequent visitor of funeral homes-West Indian, Latino, black. He describes these visits with great poignance: "There were only a couple of people there. Candles were burning, the room flickered with shadows, and the open casket was surrounded with flowers. A police siren pierced the silence and, moments later, the flashing red light of a patrol car shone through an outside window and played briefly on the wall."
During these years of peering into coffins, he was experiencing panic attacks associated with "fear of falling and being in closed spaces." Slowly he came to recognize the echo of one death he had not witnessed: his father's suicide. From the age of 18 months, Dr. Selwyn was raised by his mother and grandparents (not unlike many children of the Bronx), and his father's "fall" from the 30th floor of an office tower was never discussed. Selwyn makes clear that his work with AIDS both called up and reflected this early, nearly mythical loss. The sentiment of every AIDS doctor-the helplessness and sadness-were the lost feelings from his boyhood. Selwyn describes his own compulsive responses to the new connection of his past and present: ritualistic dancing in clubs, all-night work sessions. Fortunately, Selwyn's response was also productive: he married and had two children, and his epidemiologic studies on HIV, tuberculosis, and sexually transmitted diseases rank among the best of AIDS research.
Like all memoirs this one carries the implicit message, it was bad; it could not have been much worse; I survived. Free-flowing grief overtook him a decade after his immersion in AIDS work. Self-awareness came through tough introspection and caregiver workshops led by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross in which he mourned alongside anonymous doctors and nurses. A new, quiet satisfaction finally arrived for Dr. Selwyn, just in time for the new antiviral agents, which pushed death away for a while and allowed him to write this moving, important book.-M ICHAEL D. S TEIN , MD, Rhode Island Hospital, Brown University School of Medicine, Providence, RI 
